Solution Engineer/ Field Application Engineers China (f/m)
Location:
Start date:

Shanghai
immediately

Our Company
OpenSynergy works on one of the most fascinating topics in software development: e.g. the
integration of Linux or Android solutions with automotive-specific software such as AUTOSAR, the
development of the Bluetooth® stack Blue SDK, of an OTA update mechanism and a kit providing
high quality of signal processing for hands-free applications in the car.
Our customers include automotive manufacturers and suppliers. That’s why COQOS rides along in
the car.
OpenSynergy is an independently managed company. Its headquarters are situated in Berlin with
locations in Munich and the United States. The company is continuously growing and our corporate
culture is inspired by the internationality of our employees, partners and customers.
OpenSynergy is a development member of the AUTOSAR development partnership, member of the
GENIVI Alliance, The Linux Foundation and Automotive Grade Linux (AGL). It participates in national
and international research projects such as ARAMIS and EURO-MILS.
If you would like to join our team, apply today. We look forward to meeting you.
Responsibilities
Your broad technical expertise will allow you to respond to customers' questions on our products
and to develop tailored solutions in close collaboration with the customers and our development
team:
 You support the sales team in building the right technical solution and commercial offers on
new sales prospects (analyze customer requirements, come up with the right design,
breakdown the work in work packages, estimates the effort, prepare the project execution,
support RFQ process technically).
 You technically support the sales team in customer meetings – especially with Chinese
customers.
 You lead technical workshops/training to build up the required technical know-how.
 You support our product management team to capture customers’ needs and help
consolidating those into our product portfolio and roadmap.
 You provide technical assistance to our customers during project execution.
 You take the ownership of customer issues reported and follow up problems through to
resolution.
 You escalate unresolved issues to the appropriate internal teams.
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Your Qualifications
 You have completed a BSc or MS in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or in a related
field
 You have good understanding of CPU virtualization architectures
 You have practical experience with either Intel VT-x or ARM VE, with Intel VT-d or ARM
SYSMMU
 You are familiar with operating system kernels (preferably Linux)
 You understand established virtualization frameworks like KVM and virtio
 You have an outgoing and confident personality
 You have the talent to clearly explain and understand complex technical concepts
 You are excited about technology, without losing sight of the global company goals and our
customers' needs
 You are fluent in spoken and written Chinese and English
 Experience in the automotive industry is of high value.
We offer:
 a creative working atmosphere with flextime
 a chance to work in Berlin’s dynamic district Friedrichshain
 international colleagues and customers
 an opportunity to work with experts in the field of embedded software for cars
 an open-minded and fair working atmosphere.

Please send your complete CV (including a response to the specific job requirements and your salary
expectations) to jobs@opensynergy.com.
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